
Why is ATSDR evaluating the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory? 

The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
(ATSDR) is the principal federal public health agency 
charged with evaluating the human health effects of 
exposureto hazardous substances in the environment. 
Congress created ATSDR to implement the health- 
related sections of the 1980 SuperfUnd law and other 
laws that protect the public fiom hazardous waste and 
environmental spills of hazardous substances. The 
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is on the U.S. 

List for sites containing hazardous wastes. 

How is ATSDR evaluating the Brookhaven 
National Laboratory? 

BNL could have affected the health of people in 
communities near the labomtory. In a public health What is ATSDR's mission? 

assessment, ATSDR reviews previous studies, envi- ATSDR's mission is  to serve the public by using the 
ronmental data, and health data to- best science, taking responsive publ ic  health 

4 Identify populations off the site who could have actions, and providing trusted health information to 
been exposed to hazardous substances prevent harmfu! exposures and diseases related to 

toxic substances. 
9* Determine potential health effects of exposure 

*a Address the health concerns of people in the 
Main findings of PHA 

4 Recommend any needed follow-up public Past releases from BNL to the environment contami- 
health actions to address exposure nated the air, soil, groundwater, sediments, and 

biota. However, storage and disposal practices today 
What information did ATSDR use to eval- arc more advanced and better regulated than were 
uate the Brookhaven National those conducted during the earlier years of operation. 

Air emissions are currently regulated through emis- 

Many parties have studied the environmental and sion permits and are in compliance with the applica- 

health impacts associated with releases fiom BNL. ble permits. The sediments and soils that were con- 

ATSDR thoroughly reviewed these studies and taminated from past BNL releases have been removed 

obtained additional documents and insights fiom or are currently beirlg removed. Further. the exposure 

numerous parties, including the U.S. Environmental doses that individuals would have experienced prior 

Protection Agency (EPA), the Department o f  to this removal were not at levels at which adverse 

Energy O E ) ,  the National Cancer Institute (NCI), effects have been observed. Currently. residents who 

the New York State Department of Environmental live near BNL are not exposed to harmfui levels of lab- 

Conservation (NYSDEC), the New York State oratory-related contamination i n  air, drinking water. 

Department of Health (NYSDOH), the Suffolk river water: fish and game: or soils. 
---~--: 

County Department of Health Services (SCDHS), 
and local community members. When preparing the . . . . . - -  

public health assessment for BNL, ATSDR ana- 
lyzed information provided by each of these parties. 



Summary of Public Health Implications ki# 

o Contacting the soil in The level of laboratory-related con- The level of laboratory- 
the communities near tamination that people living near the related contamination that 
BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory were people living near the 

o Drinking water from residential exposed to in the past is NOT a pub- Brookhaven Nation31 

wells . - 
lic heatth hazard for soil, drinking &bbmtraw --, 2T2 are . being 
water, air, river water, or fish and -ey~osed to t d a y  ~ S N O T  a . * Breathing dust or particles emit- game. Releases of radionuclides from i& 

ted from BNL reactors 3z2> * - 1,: the reactors met the dose limitations so11~ 4wq3;c 
o Playing in the Peconic River in existence at the corresponding .$qter, t 

times of operation. ATSDR modeled For air ex$~&f, current 
+ Eating fish from the groundwater contaminant plumes to + ~ s s i o n S  f n m  to&iySs 

Peconic River or meat .,. C - 
determine how long private wells in 9 3 facJi%ed are in tpmpli- 

from deer hunted in theareamayhavebeenaffectedprior q $ ~ d t h t h e i ~ . ~ & a  
areas near BNL to sampling. The depth of contamina- releases and,l 

tion appears to be below the depths .. =.,o-.-. 
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of residential wells. Residents do not - 
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appear to have ingested levels of ;L$> 
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contaminants that would result in ,.:..Li-%+ .- .<><s:y: 

adverse health effects. >i.> I- ,,, . --,A .-. -. ;AZ. &&% .. - - -. ._%+__ 
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Note: ATSDR does not address public health issues related to workplace exposure or risk. .;.:. .W 
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The Peconic River's sediments contain contaminants which makes it unlikely to sustain fish populations of .b.:i:%;;2 
,.: >$;:s from BNL, including mercury and polychlorinated edible sizes; and NYSDOH's fish advisory for fresh 

.i.-:dF-. 

biphenyls (PCBs). DOE has recently completed a waters of Long Island states that no one should eat - . ..,%. .. ~ 

. , . .. large clean-up action to remove contaminated sedi- more than one meal of fish per week fiom any of these 
. ~ . .  .. .. . 

...I:<,? ments from both on-site and off-site portions of the waters. ATSDR has recommended that SCDHS post - , . 

river. Post clean-up sampling has confirmed that the signs along the river to inform residents and anglers of 
.',..,B"Y 

sediments do not contain contaminants at levels of the fish advisory because adverse health effects from -* .,., 4: 
public health concern. fishing will not occur if people follow the advisory. - ' .- . ;. .,,-;x,-x> .$:y..:.:: - 
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Deer: Deer can move freely on - 
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Animals . . . . .c+,l -*- - 
and off BNL property, and they -%<&*< ."+ >il -., i I  

"---nic River accu- - . -, . ., . -, 
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occasionally feed in areas with q\r - .,.. , .~ 
allu d s ,  for example, <i:$>zf 

iite and off-site contaminated soils. On the basis 
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fer. Some stud- of an NYSDEC study of deer 
meat samples from BNL property, 

lev- 
ATSDR concun with the NYS- .lides in some 
DOH conclusion that exposures er, exposure to 
related to eating deer meat likely 

;h appears to be 
would not be at levels that would hing at on-site 
result in adverse health effects. nt-minantc are 



Highlights from ATSDR's evaluation tamination. To ensure that residents do not drink con- 
taminated groundwater, DOE, in conjunction with the of potential health effects S U ~ ~ O I ~  county Water ~uthority, has since connected 
residences and businesses in the affected area to the 

Backgro~~nd information public water supply, which is not affected by the con- 

The Brookhaven National Laboratory, located on Long tamination fiom BNL. DOE will continue to sample 

1 ~ 1 ~ 4  N~~ yo* is a ~ e p - ~ t  of Enagy WE) the seven private wells at homes where the residents 

facility b t  has been in operation since 1947. -ions declined Lo be connected to the public water supply. 

at BNL include basic and applied research in the fields To evaluate drinking water prior to 1987, when limited 
of physics, chemistry, biology, materials science, and well sampling occurred, ATSDR used scientific models 
medicine. Research conducted at BNL resulted in both to predict when groundwater contamination first 
chemical and radioactive contamination. moved into residential areas. These models predict that 

~ o u g h o u t  its history, BN has used reactors past contamination levels in the residential wells were 

to support its operations. The Brookhaven Graphite likely lower than the contamination levels that were 

Research Reactor, which was the first reactor measured once well water was tested. Therefore, Past 

installed, operated between 1950 and 1968 and is cur- e x P "  to groundwater is not a public health hazard- 

rently being dismantled. This reactor was the main To ensure that groundwater contamination does not 
source of air releases in BNL's early years of opera- present a hazard in the future, ATSDR recommends 
tion. Several reactors have operated since 1968 but that: (1) DOE advise residents who have recently 
are believed to have had lower environmental releas- moved into the neighboring community not to use 
es. BNL's last operating reactor, the Medical Research their private wells until they have been tested for con- 
Reactor, was permanently shut down in 2000. tamination, and (2) SCDHS prohibits the use of all 

new private supply wells that are in areas affected by 
Conclusions and Recommendations BNL contaminant plumes. 

Past operations at BNL have released con- The operation of several reactors throughout 
taminants to soils at various on-site loca- BNL's history resulted in the release of 
tions, but none of these operations directly radionuclides (tritium, argon4 1, and 

released contamination to soils off site. DOE radioiodines) into the air. Monitoring of the 
is cleaning up the contaminated on-site locations, such releases occuned thughout operafions, but past mcni- 
as the soils adjacent to the Former Hazardous Waste the sophistication with today,s 
Management Facility. DOE must test the soils that monitwing. Fuel hilures associated with the operation 
remain after its various clean-up activities. Even if low of the Brookhaven whib Reseanh Reactor releared 
levels of contamination remain after cleanup, site access radioiodines into the Routine emissions of 
restrictions will prevent the public fiom coming into nti- and varied year calculat- 
contact with any remaining contamination. Therefore, ed exposure doses using the values from the years with 
no health hazard exists for on-site or off-site soils. the greatest releases. The calculated exposure doses indi- 

Groundwater cate that historical releases h m  BNL met the dose lim- 

Waste material pnviously of at itations in existence at the corresponding times of oper- 

BNL has the ation, and they currently meet the regulatory dose limits. 

BNL have a'so the sound- The primary surface water body of concern for BNL 
water, including facilities at a nearby indumial the Peconic Rive< which through BNL and 

park and a gasoline station' of contaminated then through several Long Island communities before 
groundwater have into areas, when flowing into Flanders Bay. B m s  treated wastewater 
people obtained d r i ~ n g  water private IPundwa- discharges directly into the river. Sampling studies 

have confirmed that river water contamination is safe- 
DOE and SCDHS tested several hundred water sam- ly below levels of health concern for the expected 
pies from private wells in the community and found water uses (i.e., incidental contact and ingestion dur- 
several private wells with elevated groundwater con- ing fishing, wading, and 



Where can I get more information? 

You can obtain more detailed information about ATSDR's evaluation of exposure by reading Public Health 
Assessment: Brookhaven National Laboratory. This document will be available on ATDSR's Web site at 
www.atsdr.cdc.gov. 

You can also obtain information from one of our records repositories. Copies of ATSDR's publications on BNL, 
along with publications from other agencies, can be viewed in records repositories at the following locations: 

Longwood Public Library Brookhaven National Laboratory Research Library 
800 Middle Country Road Technical Information Division 
Middle Island, NY 11953 Building 477A 
Phone: 63 1.924.6400 Upton, NY 1 1973 

Phone: 63 1.344.3483 
Mastics-Moriches-Shirley Community Library (An appointment is required. Please call ahead.) 
407 Wtlliarn Floyd Parkway 
Shirley, NY 1 1967 
Phone: 63 1.399.15 11 

Whom can I contact for more information? 

Loretta Bush 
Environmental Health Scientist Health Communication 

1600 Clifton Road, NE (E-32) 
Atlanta, GA 30333 1600 Clifton Road, NE (E-32) 
Phone: 1-888-422-8737 Atlanta, GA 30333 
404-498-0340 Phone: 1-888-422-8737 
E-mail: adudley@cdc.gov 404-498-1 742 

E-mail: lsbush@cdc.gov 


